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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Music is f una amenta! in the education of every child.
Great philosophers and educators of ail times nave recog
nized its importance.

Aristotle saw in music not only enjoy

ment, relaxation, and recreation, hut also release from the
tension of disturbed emotional states, and incentive to the
positive development of character.

Plato believed that

through music, rhytnm and harmony find their way into the
innermost soul and become a part of tne personality.
Music merits support and encouragement in tne scnool
program equal to tnat given any other subject or area of ex
perience.

It is neither a faid or frill, but represents one

of the supreme forms of art tnrougn wnicn the human spirit
has found expression.
Today in our scnools, cnildren are taugnt to sing beau
tiful songs with pleasing voice quality and to interpret the
reciprocal work of tne poet and composer in tne creation of
exquisite music,

The musical heritage of ail ages and people

becomes a part of tne cultural treasure of every cnild by
means of tne pnonograpn and radio,

Music nas become an in-

tegral part of child life in scnool, at nome, and in tne
community.
-1-
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Modern teonnology guarantees tnat man will he increasing'ly released from tne long hours of laoor
previously neces
sary to provide for nimself ana nis family. The snorter
working day and tne snorter working week are already an ac
cepted part of the American pattern.

It is the task of so

ciety to equip its members to spend tnis leisure in socially
profitable pursuits as soon as it becomes available, Not
only does man nave time to enjoy music, but modern invention
has made available the means oy wnicn music may become aces—
sible to every human being.
Man nas always loved music.

Primitive man making rny—

tnmic response to the music of nis tom-tom or civilized man
enthralled oy opera, oratorio, or symphony is each respond
ing to an innate need.
In the past, only cnildren of families of favorable eco
nomic status were priviledged to develop an aptitude for
music.

As tne realization grew tnat music is a basic human

need, communities began to demand it for ail children,

Out

of this demand nas come tne increasing attention to the appre
ciation and study of music wnich nas been one of the outstand
ing educational developments of tnis generation.
The writer recognizes music as one of the essential modes
of education.

Througn music, young people grow in an appre

ciation of values, recognize tnat genius knows no national or
racial boundaries, find a wholesome means of self-expression
whicn will meet their immediate and more remote adult needs,
and develop tnose qualities of good citizenship essential not
only in successful music but in all life, namely, cooperation,

self-control, industry, organization, and respect for tn9
rights of others.

3

It is to the accomplishment of these

broader purposes of music education that this project has been
dedicated.

CHAPTER II
AVENUES OF APPROACH
Jaily singing and learning of new songs is an opportu
nity for children to express themselves in music and will
develop a sense of appreciation of music more readily and
surely than passive hearing of it or about it.

Singing

beautiful songs with good tone, true pitch, and musical feel
ing is the first means of developing a love of music.
Since the major portion of the child's musical experi
ence in the schools will center around vocal activities and
thereby built upon in tne upper grades, it is important that
these activities be as richly satisfying and as fruitful as
possible.

The vocal experiences wiil consist primarily of

the singing of songs learned by rote or as the result of
music reading skills, it is desirable that his other music
learning activities as well be definitely related to his

song-singing. It is through such interrelationships as exist
between song-singing and listening lessons in music appre
ciation on the one hand, and between song-singing and crea
tive musical expression on the other that music becomes a
unified experience for children.
A belief in the necessity of presenting music as a uni
fied whole, with singing as tne central activity, has

- It -

governed the research of this chapter,
every singing e^erience becomes
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It will be seen that

a lesson in music appreciartion, since through singing the students
not only become ac~
quainted with worthy vooal literature, hut also develop ausi.
cal taste and discrimination

as

result of their own vocal

performanoe waen that activity ie properly directed,

In the
same way, we find music skills evolving as outcomes of sing

ing experiences, just as the acquisition of those

same skills

is frequently motivated by the need students experience in
recording tneir own original efforts in the field of creative
musical expression.
The writer suggests eleven general aims of experiences
in singing:
1*

To give every child the best use of
his singing voice.

2. To develop a sense of pleasure in a
song as a means of self-expression,
3*

To develop an appreciation of beauti
ful singing with reference to intonation,
tone quality, diction, and interpre
tation*.'

ty. To build a rich song repertoire appro
priate to expanding musical power and
taste.
5. To cultivate the power of careful,
sensitive, aural attention as an im
portant factor in all vocal performance*;'
6. To furnish through accompaniments an
experience richer tnan that afforded
by the singing of the class.
7. To develop a rhythmic sensitivity or
awareness as the result of free or
directed physical response to music
heard.
0. To provide tne musical skills as well

!on? materlal

whion will enable
tne child to interpret musically
the units of work upon wnich ne ismany of
engaged
in the integrated program.
9.
10.
11.
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To make available tnoae teoaniques wnich
make possible an Independent approach to
new music.
To encourage singing at home or gatnerings
songs learned in school.
*o provide increased opportunity for oarti

Oipation in singing In larger grouse l"

school and community.

Free beautiful singing wnich expresses tne spirit of
words and rau3ic is the goal. Tne re snould be class singing,
group

inging, and individual singing of songs. Special

thought should be given to grouping the children into choirs
according to tneir tune ability so tnat the individual may
be given help quickly and easily. It is not necessary tnat
children become conscious of belonging to a particular group,
but it is important tnat tne instructor know wnich children
in the same group can be helped to advantage.
Music experiences in tne first grade may oe grouped
under four major headings as indicated below.
1.

8inging (Rote Songs)
a. Song singing by tne class, by smaller
groups, and by individuals.
b. Correction of monotones.

2.

Creating oompositions.

A rote song is one taught by imitation.

Previous to the

Presentation of music reading, all songs are taught by rote.
Through these songs the child gains musical experience and
huilds unconsciously an appreciation of beauty and tone,
Phrase balance, enunciation, pronunciation, and breatning.
Rote songs should be of musical and literary value and of
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interest to tfie child.

In primary grades they should be

short
ana simple, ana so pitcnea that the range fails within the com

pass 01 the staif.

They may he seiectea from any good mater
ial suitable to the child's use.
In order to arouse interest the teacher should sing with

artistic interpretation.
Music experiences in the secona graae will enlarge upon
the experience of singing previously.

Generally speaking,

however, cnildren have tneir first visual experience with
music.
studied.

With use of blackboara the notation of songs may be
The aural development should be the first step in

observing a song.
a.

Class sings with words song wnich has previously
been learned by rote.

b.

Class sings song with loo or other neutral syl
lable.

c.

Class sings alternating phrases.

d.

Class sings song: instructor drawing phrase
mark on blackboard as eacn phrase is sung.

e.

Class sings song:
phrase.

-P

g.

teacher numbering each

Class tells which phrases are alike.
Teacher sings songs with so - fa syllables and
teacnes syllables by rote.

Singing in the third and fourth grades are a continuation of the first two grades,

On this level the "round" may

be introduced.
As preparation for the singing of the very easy two-part
songs that the grades may be expected to sing, it is suggested
that the class have some preliminary experience in singing

g
sustained chordings involving tne interval

of the third ana

the sixth as given below. For tais
purpose the class should
be divided into two sections, each section
containing both
boys and girls.
Sing chordings involving thirds:

E

CD
CD

<E>

CD CD OCD-<^

CP

o
CD

Sing chordings in sixths:

'\\V. ° ^
<CD

CD

Q
CP

CD

CD

CD

CP
CD

After the child is able to sing his part independently,
rounds will become more fun to sing. Sometimes rounds help
singer to gain confidence in singing.
One of the main objectives in the fifth and sixth grades
is to develop a fair degree of power to sing unison songs
at sight, with words, and an elementary degree of power to
sing two-part songs at sight with words. Smaller groups
should be organized;

trios, duets, ensembles and individuals

so as to promote an early appreciation for the special groups
of the upper music classes.
On this grade level three-part singing is encouraged.
Groups are divided according to voice range not according to
se*.
In the singing class children snouia Decome aware of and
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sing the I IV I VI cadence in tne key of the song to be
sung as snown belowt

ei
(QJ o

&

<=>

-o CD—
<s>
•••
o

^

J
J
Pierce states tnat during the usual span of life tne
voice changes from time to time.

The first cnange comes

when one passes from infancy into childhood.

The next takes

place when the boy and girl move into adolescence.

Still

another comes wnen tne youth approaches adult life, ana the
final transpires in old age.
Undoubtedly the most interesting pnenomena occur at the
beginning of youth or adolescence.

Until this time voices

of boys and girls, as a rule, have presented no great varia
tion in range ana quality both being commonly known as treble
or Soprano.
Wilson regards adolescence as tnat significant period
in life extending from puberty to adulthood.2
The music activities carried on in grades seven ana
eight should maintain high standards of quality, usefulness,
and suitability,

At this level tnere snould be a continua-

tion of rote singing done for recreation and enjoyment.

^"Anne II. Pierce, Class Lessons In binging. (N» Y».
Silver Burdett Co., 1937)> P*
2Harry

R. Wilson, Music in The High School. (N. Y.:

Silver Burdett Co•» 1941)7 p. 150.
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Voices snould be tested at frequent intervals through
out the yea*.

The girl's voice does not cnange as notice

-&•

ably as that of tne boy, but the change is present neverthe
less.

Listen for both quality and range.
The quality of the voice, is high, clear, and flute

like and extends easily to G above tne treble staff, the
voice should be classified as first soprano.

z

The second soprano has much tne same quality.
SSL

X

The alto quality should be rich ana full.
S2.
Boys whose voices are snowing definite evidence of
change should oe classified as alto—tenors.

m
©

s

Whenever there are sufficient number of changed or chang
ing voices three and four part singing is most effective.
Much encouragement must be given to the changed voice;

5

,5355.

Students at this age are very sensitive to beauty in any
form and find pleasure in making and hearing beautiful har-

11
lie song material should be interesting and simple

monies.

enough rhj tnmicaily and tonally so that the attention may be
focused upon the creating of beautiful harmony.
In seating tne singing class, the best singers should
be in tne rear of tne room to strengthen the weaker voices.
However, there is no iron-clad rule for seating of part-sing
ing.

Thompson and Nordholm suggest the following:1

Soprano

Alto
Tenor

£

Soprano

1

Baritone

Soprano
Soprano

Alto

Alto

Barit one

Singing and interpretation of songs are important in the
child's training, because of the opportunity for self-expres
sion to suit the child's satisfaction musically and the feel
ing of belonging prevails in all singing experiences.
Playing 'Musical Instruments
The inclusion of instrumental music in the school pro
gram has been a slow and gradual development.

Until comparai-

tively recent times school music was coniined entirely to
group singing,

In many schools where instrumental music was

not offered, there were, however, children fortunate enough
to be studying musical instruments privately.

P. 160.

These children

sometimes entertain tne scnool with
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instrumental solos or

played in ensemble or in small
bly period.

orcnestras during tne as seaGradually educators

came to realize that large
nu-oer* of ohUoren might profit by a study of
ln_
strumants if given an opportunity. Scbools began to supply

directors for bands and orcnestras. teacners of instruments,
and instruments tnat mignt be lent to children desiring thel.
The realization of tne place of instrumental music nas in
creased and tne practice of providing for it nas grown until
toaa;y playing musical instruments and participating in bands
and orchestras has become an important means of self-expres
sion for many children ana young people in the public schools.
Student's interest can be motivated in the primary
grades by playing tne tonette, flutophone ana other instru
ments that will aid in training for the correct embrochure
and breathing.

Rnytnm bands help also in learning rhythms

which will be taken up in another phase of this chapter.
In certain areas, instrumental music has not yet become
a part of the school activities.

There must be some definite

Plan fox awakening interest ana developing enthusiasm on tne
Part of both children and parents,

In order to stimulate a

desire for musical instruction among pupils, a bana or orcnestra may be invited to play at a scnool assembly.
Demonstrations by advanced players may be given to familarize pupils with the various instruments,

Onildren snouid

understand from the beginning what instruments may be used in
a

band or orchestra.

If this is not immediately made clear

^hey may bring to school such instruments as harmonicas,

ukuleles, and guitars instead of instruments suitaole for
the "band or orchestra.
In the first tnree grades nearly all children
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have had

some experience with vocal music and many have participated
in rhythm bands. Fourth grade children, therefore,
seem
ready for definite instruction in learning to play instruments
and classes for oeginners are usually recruited from fourth
to fifth grades, aitnougn, there are often a few children
in the third or even the second grade interested and eager
to begin.

These younger pupils sometimes develop into good

players.1
Students like to do things together.

It is much more

fun to make musiG with a group of friends than by one's self.
Also one does not nave to listen to himself only,

The other

players may perform for each other in order to listen for
criticism from fellow students.
Rhythmic Response
In these days of automation, the matter of rhythm is
assuming an ever-increasing importance.

This fact has led

to numerous recent articles and books on the subject. Most
of the authors, however, find the term almost impossible of
definition, although, since one must know what he is discus
sing, each has attempted to define tne term fox tne purpose
of that particular discussion.

Apel presents probably tne

California State Department of Education Committee,
teioEducation
in The Elementary Scnool. (California: 19^)

P7757

most general definition*

"Rhythm is everything pertaining
to the temporal quality (duration) of the musical sound.1

Ill-

Even such a free definition as tnis however, is not suffioiently general for our present purpose. Plato, 2500 years
ago deiined rhytnm as "order of movement", and Aristoxnus as
"order of times". The word "order" in the two definitions
seems significant. Bishop says tnat one who spends his days
rhythmically does not have frustrations or emotional blow^.
ups.

Rhytnmic control is necessary in everyday living. He
includes the comma, semi—colon, and period as rhythms in lit
erature, and tne circle, square, and the parallelogram as
rhythms in mathematics.

These latter are specifics examples

of specific rhythms, out yet a part of the wnole, expressions
of order and symmetry.

p

Hughes believes tnat rhythm is the basis of all life,
for eacn individual temperament is a pattern in rnytnm.

In

dividuals reveal their rnytnmic patterns through behavior and
successful living depends upon success in adjusting one's rhy
thmic patterns to tne large social scheme.

5

The classroom teacner has for more influence in the
matter of rhythmic awareness than does tne music teacner.

In

Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1950*
1W.

^Merrill Bishop, "The Psychology of Music Participation",
Music Educators Journal, November, December, 195P*
^Dorothy Hughes, ^nythmic Games and Dances, New York,
American Book Company, 19^2, p. 20.
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a, "turn, stand, pass", classrooms, and, there are many such
still extant, rhythm is a most important function. In A pro

gressive classroom, it is still more important, since, in a
sense, attention is actually directed away from rhythm.
When organizing a full rnythm band it is more effective
to use sticks alone.

Tne stick will help to establish re

sponses to rhythm.
Use the piano to accompany sticks ana emphasize the
first beat in eacn measure,
3/^- Loud - soft - soft
k-/k- Loud - soft - soft - soft
Imitate little chicks walking - strike very lightly.
Imitate hens walking strike moderately.
gobbler walking strike more heavily.

Imitate Turkey

These activities may

be done with piano accompaniment of "The Barnyard",
Poems can be divided in sections and used with sticks
and other rnythm instruments as further practice of rhythm.
The instruments can be used for every syllable or to stress
strong syllables of the poems.
Drum ...
Sticks . .
Drum ...
Sticks . .

Baa, baa, black sheep, have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir, three bags fuil.
One for my master and one for ray dame.
One for the little boy that lives in the
lane.

Sticks . '. Wee Willie Winkie runs through the town,
Played . . Upstairs and downstairs in his night gown.
Lightly
Rapping at the windows.
(Strike sticks together as if rapping)
Crying through tne lock.
Are the children in their beds?
For now it's eight o » clock.

(Triangles for eight rings)

Rhythm possesses one of tne first and one of tne strong-

est elements of appeal in music to the child,
rhythmic interpretation opens

a
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and freedom in

wide field of

creative acti
The first expression of rnytnm may oe given by means

vity.

of songs for dramatic action to whicn the children react ah
the words or music suggest. Someone has said tnat no one

really knows a piece of music until ne has danced it. This
may he a broad statement, but certainly there is no element
of music that is more important than rhytnm in providing
musical understanding. When one nears a musical selection
that is strong in rnytnm, he responds to it naturally by
making his arms swing, nis legs leap or body sway. Equally
well, the mood of tne composition, through its combined rhy
thm and melody, causes nim to see fairies dancing, brownies
capering, scarecrows walking, witcnes riding or any image
according to one's frame of mind when listening.
Not only does a cnild interpret tne mood and underlying
beat of a selection through its rhytnm;

he also learns in

directly the otner fundamental elements of music such as
duration, long and snort notes in tne melody;
and soft tones;

tempo, fast and slow;

accent loud

and phrasing whicn

to him is tne recognition of the fact tnat music, like our
English language, is written in sentences.
If in addition to listening to music and discovering
these facts for nimself, ne nas access to different percus8ion

instruments, ne will nave great pleasure in working out

for himself many rnytnmic patterns.
Thus with this knowledge of tne fundamentals of music
whioh

is felt and experienced ratner tnan learned by an memo-
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riter method, the cnild is able to create simple patterns
for rhythmic expression. He learns to interpret
musical
selections and to reproduce them through dances and through
dramatic play.

After the sixth grade level, rhythm responses have be
come more accurate and meaningful, muscular coordination is
good and all 01 tne concepts developed in tne lower grades
can now be utilized in the various dance forms suggested in
the music textbooks.
It is necessary to motivate physical expression within
the range of natural interest of children.

The games and

dances must oe suitable for their development level so that
their performance will be one of spontaneous enjoyment.
Some rhythmic activities suggested:
1.

Fundamental forms of locomotion as a basis
for folk dancing.

2.

Dance steps to oe used in folk dances and
singing games: marcn, waltz, polka, gavotte,
mazurka, schottiscne.

3.

Dramatizations of songs.
Creative dances.^

Responding to the rhythm of music makes a universal ap—
Peal to young children,

It is anotner means of joyful self-

expression associated with music and "lays an important foun
dation for future study and appreciation of mood, phrase and
farm.

1:!
Baste
SSK'tt.SSi
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Oreative Expression
Growth in any of the creative arts should start with ex
periences that are familiar to tae child, ana wnich are simple
to grasp.

The same snould be true for all of us regardless

of our background of experience.

Even if tnere is a lack of

skill, we should let those students witn less skill and
ability be a part of tae total classroom experience.

Unfor

tunately, conformity in teaching the creative arts subjects
of drama, art, dance and music, plays too large a part in
most classrooms.

A certain amount of conformity gives se

curity and confidence to tne student, but the creative
teacher must be ready to encourage the student and let nis
creativity come into action guiaed by the students' imagina
tion.

Experience in such an arts program helps each person

develop his fullest potential tnrough indiviaual and group
expression using various media, methods and incentives.

The

wise teacher develops a greater aeaire to do so by encourag
ing stuaents to snare iaeas and experiences.

Through such

snaring, each student begins to recognize originality and
creativeness in his own self as in his fellows.
The creative approach to teaching furnishes tne child
with opportunities for adventure, freedom for exploration,
and originality of expression;
into action;

it brings tne wnole child

it encourages him to contribute from his own

experience his ideas in building a new situation.
The school of toaay assumes taat every cniia is enaowed
with the capacity to express himself, and that this inoorn
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capacity should be developed, Some children create with
words, while to others words suggest melodies;
some create
with clay or wood, some interpret music tnrougn dance
or rhythms; some impersonate in tne field of dramatics.
Everyone
has some method of creating.
Oloaeiy allied to song interpretation is the listening
lesson which opens to the child another avenue for free play
of his creative imagination,

If tne music is permitted to

tell

its own story, his impressions may finally be expressed
in some form of art, writing, painting, dance, drama, model
ing or original song.
If the title of the music is given first, children nat
urally form impressions of what they are to hear, and delight
in comparing these with what the composer has really done.
The children enter with interest, then, into the events which
influenced his writing;

when he lived and where, his musi-

eal inheritance and environment his own personal character
istics;

and thus lay a splendid foundation for the study of

music history and biography.
On the other hand, when the music is played and no title
given, they take equal pleasure in grasping its mood, its
rhythm and melody, its story telling possibilities and in
attaching a name of theit own.
The story is told that a poet, a painter, and a musician
together watched a beautiful sunset.

Tne poet went back to

his room that night and put the thoughts that had been aroused
in him into a sonnet;

tee painter put what he nad seen into

a picture, and the musician put the beauty, order, and gran

20

deur of the changing color harmonies into a sympnony.

Back

of every work lies an inspiration, an iiea, an experience,
some glimpse of beauty or reality tnat must find expression.

The presentation of a listening lesson by tne creative
approach may lead to an understanding of the very elements
of which music is made, and of how composers use these elements to express their thoughts.
Listening to music results in many types of creative
expressions.

A seventh grade class described how listening

to Russian music over tne radio inspired the class to creartive effort.
Previous to the symphony, tne class heard the lesson
story.

This was followed by general discussions of Russian

life, history, work, customs.

The class sang Russian songs

in unison or in parts and found these songs were written
either in the major or minor modes,

Children brought pic

tures, books, and magazines from the library and from home.
They became amused by the pictures of the Russian dancerB.
The class then decided it would be fun to make up its
own Russian song and harmonize it in three parts, something
gay, but it must be in tne minor mode,
and written on the board.
"board.

Lines were suggested

The melody was then put on the

Harmonizing the melody was tne next problem,

As the

melody already started on mi, the alto group wished to start
on do, and tne tenor decided upon la.
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The last out simplest part was determing the measure
and note value,*"
If children hear music from day to day in scnool exper
iences and if they are encou aged to link imaginative con
cepts and original rhythmic patterns, tne results in composi
tion are often gratifying to the teaoher of music.
The composition of original songs may consist of:
1,

Words and music made by cnildren,

2,

Words given, and music made by children,

3,

Whole song made by one child,

4",

Whole song maae by groups of children,

5,

Dance created from mood of song,

6,

Actions suggested after listening to song
by children.

During the music week it is suggested that the best ori
ginal numbers be presented in assembly to give other classes
an insight on the class1 progress.
The creative teacner must nave a steady aim of eye that
sees beyond to the real boy or girl, and anticipates the coadventure of experience which will realize a full measure of
growth and development for each one.
Use of Music in Special Units
In the integrated program, music oecomes a very real
and vital part of the school liie#

The sonoolroom of today

aims to be a cross section of life, full of purposeful acti-

Music^ScSTn^in'The6
P. 106.
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tivity and real living, at tne level of development of the
children in taat room.
The integration of various suoject matter around a cen
ter of interest in tne curriculum of tne modern school re
quires material from ail fields. In tne field of social
science, as the children study tne peoples of tne eartn;
tneir environment;
tical background;
terests;

tneir geographical., historical, and poli
their religions;

art and cultural in

music may be used to clarify and enrich their under

standing and make tne study more realistic. Many times, as
the outgrowtn of tne regular work of the school, there will
be sufficient music to make possible a delightful public per
formance, drawn from tne great masters, from folk music of
the nations, or from tne creative efforts of the group.
The core of the curriculum in the modern program has, in
general, centered about large areas of human experience.
Curriculum units nave cut across a number of subjeot-matter
fields and have attempted to give tne child a vital enrich
ing experience centering about his present interests and
needs.

Music has a real place in suon a plan,

A study of

any contemporary culture, for example, could not be oomplete
without an interpretation oi tne music which reiiects the
particular culture,

bongs, dances, ana the development of

musical instruments are a part oi tne liie mstory oi every
race.
It is equally significant tnat music not only reflects
and interprets tne interests and emotional life of a people
but inner feelings and appreciations are found in musio it-
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self when the social studies background is a familiar one,
The beat of the drum, the oadenoe of tne love song, the dig
nity of ohorais, tne haunting longing of the spiritual, the
gaiety of the oailaa, the melancholy strains of some folk
songs contrasted with the vivid, colorful rhythms of others
ail oarry the mooas and the temperaments of people as no
mere reading could ever do.
In order that music in its variety of phases may func
tion as a vital part of daily classroom activities, several
curriculum units are presented in this chapter for purposes
of illustration.
Unit On How Music Grew
I,

Aims
The musical experience wnicn the children enjoyed during

the development of tne unit on How Music Grew offered an op
portunity.

II,

A.

To develop a knowledge of the growth of instru
ments from tne primitive stage to the modern.

B,

To create in the minas of the ohildren a respect
for musical ability in themselves and others.

0.

To stimulate a love for music for tne highest
type.

D.

To promote a desire for participation in a
musical organization.

Approach.
Following a reneaxsal of tne sonool oronestra tne onlldren

entered into a discussion as to wnion class nad tne meet mem
bers in the organization.
a large majority.

Tne sixtn grade wae found to nate

These children reported tnis fact proudly
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to their schoolmates ana were interested to note that several
others in the same group were talcing music lessons. The
teacher asked how many of the remaining number would like to
learn to play an instrument if given an opportunity,

The

response was unanimous ana enthusiasm ran high as tney dis
cussed the possibility of constructing their own instrument.
Many expressed the desire to learn more about now our modern
instruments were developed.

All of these interests were en

larged by the following activities:

III.

A.

The class visitea a rehearsal of the school or
chestra. The different instruments were heard
and the children were given an opportunity to
ask questions.

B.

The class listened to a Standard School Radio
Broadcast featuring the chief characteristics
of the different instruments.

0.

Enthusiasm was created by a visit from a high
school band and orchestra director, who demon
strated tne piccolo and flute. He also snowed
how melodies could be played on water goblets.

Organization

After a class discussion of the different families of
the orchestra, committees were formed, grouping tne children
according to the instrument wnich they wisned to study.
A. Each committee was responsible for the making
of a set of lantern slides showing the develop
ment of its instruments from the primitive
stage to the modern.
B. Each committee was responsible for tne con
struction of its particular primitive instru
ments.
0. Each child was responsible for tne factual
material which would later be used in expianartion of the slides.
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IV.

V.

Study
A.

Extensive seared for factual material included
the Header's Guide, World Almanac, National
Year Book, reference books on the history of
music and on the construction of instruments
pictures, newspapers, magazine articles, tne*
Bible, and supplementary books.

B.

Search for materials to be used in tne con
struction of tne musical instruments afforded
tne children excellent opportunity to become
throughly acquainted witn tne neighborhood
stores.
1.

At tne music store tney bargained for
strings, broken drumheads, and old pegs.

2.

At other stores tney collected bamboo,
lard buckets, nail kegs, fruit baskets,
coconut shells, coffee oans, round paper
boxes, muslin, embroidery hoops, tin
washers, gouras, B B snots, small stones
and shells, a steer norn, flowerpots,
bottles, goblets, scraps of steep pipe.

The Construction Experience.
All of the instruments wnicn naa to be made were construc

ted in the saop and brought to tne music class for testing
for pitch and quality of tone.
A.

The stringed instruments constructed were the
mandolin, ukulele, gourd banjo and violin.
Difficulties were encountered and overcome in
making the pegs and tne necks of tne instru
ments strong enough to witnstand tne pull of
the tightly drawn strings in tuning.

B.

In tne woodwind family, panpipes and flutes were
made from bamboo.

0.

A horn was made by hollowing and outting tne
tip from the norn of a steer.

D.

The percussion group afforded opportunities for
a great deal of construction.
1.

Practically every onild made drumstieks,
and some kind of a drum from such materials
as kegs, baskets, buckets, cans, round
paper boxes, and cocoanut sneils using
shellacked muslin, canvas, inner tubes
and skins as coverings.
iBe W. R. Baruia ijiorarj

P*r«i1-c 17 -i ASIT

*
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2. Several marimbas were constructed.
The children learned "by experience
that the^ types of wood, its length
and thickness, and the construction
controlled the pitch and clarity of
tone.
J. Castanets and wood blocks were made
from hardwood.
*1-.

Tambourines were devised by stretch
ing skin over embroidery hoops with
tin washers for jingles.

R
3•

Rattles were made from gourds wniGh
had to be dried, cleaned and parti
ally filled with B B shot, small
shells and stones.

6.

Chimes were made from scraps of steel
pipe. The children learned that the
length, diameter, and thickness of
the pipe governed the tone.

7. Flower pots of various sizes giving
several tones of the scale were ob
tained from the school garden.
S. Bottles were filled with the correct
amount of water to give the tones of
the scale.
9. Water goblets were purchased after
testing them for pitch at the store,
and later the exact scale was obtained
by adding different amounts of water.
It was discovered that dampened fingers,
rubbed gently arouna the edge of the
goblets, produced a pleasing tone,
10. The standards for drums, bottles, gob
lets, and the frames for the flower
pots, and the chimes were constructed
in the wood shop.
VI.

Creative Work
A.

Creative Music
1.

The children composed two-part
melodies for the go Diets, flower
pots, bottles and marimbas.
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2, During their study of Spanish and
Italian instruments, and after
listening to records and singing
many songs typical of tiiese coun
tries, the class was inspired to
write two original songs which they
dedicated to their school orchestra.
They called upon the high school
harmony teacher for their accompani
ment.
a.

In their two-part song, "Sunny
Spain", they tried to catch the
typical rhythm and carefree
abandon of the Spanish dance.

3. The class used the instruments con

structed for playing original inter
pretations of orchestral recordings.

5*

Creative Art
1,

Original designs were applied in enamel
or drums and gourds.

2,

Free illustrations and posters were
drawn for all music used in original
orchestrations.

3. Pictures were printed interpreting the

"Russian Vesper Hymn", and the original
songs, "Sunny Spain",

C,

Creative Poetry
Original poems were written and later set to
music in the songs, "Sunny Spain" and "The
Song of a Gondalier"',

D,

Creative Dancing
A group of children interpreted the song
"Sunny Spain", in rhythm typical of the
Spanish style of dancing.

VII,

Appreciation
A#

The value of the contributions made by the
different countries in developing and attain
ing the present standard of musical instru
ments was emphasized. As these accomplish
ments were understood, great satisfaction was
realized.

B,

An appreciation of progress of humanity in
perfecting musical expression was developed.

2S

C.

VIII.

The appreciation of rausio as a cultural
force in the building of the cnaracter of
the individual and of a nation was recog
nized.

Drill practice was afforded in tne following sub
jects:
A.

B.

Music
1.

The class learned to play upon the
instruments constructed.

2.

Individual cnildren experienced the
technique of directing an orcnestra.

3.

The cnildren learned to read music
for their songs and instruments.

4.

An ability to record original melo
dies on tne musical staff was developed.

Reading
Wide reading for information inducting his
torical facts related to instruments and de
tails of construction resulted.

0.

D.

Spelling
1.

Proficiency in correct spelling of all
new and used words was emphasized.

2.

An enlarged music vocabulary resulted.

English
1.

Written

a. Facts and stories learned were
written in correctly worded sentences.
b. Correct outline form and note-taking
were emphasized.
2.

Oral
Informational material was arranged
for oral presentation.

E.

Social Studies
1.

Cotmtries wnicn nave contributed most to
the development of music were located.

1
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IX.

X.

Culminating program
A.

Children demonstrated tneir instruments by play
ing original melodies on the cnimes, flowerpots,
bottles, cells, and marimbas.

B.

During the playing of "Sunny Spain", a Spanish
scene was enacted featuring creative dancing in
the Spanish style.

Outcomes
A.

An acquaintance with the instruments of the or
chestra as well as an understanding of tneir
development from their primitive forms to the
modern was established.

B.

A feeling of respect for musical ability in
tnemselves and others was developed.

C.

A love for better music was strengthened as
manifested in tne children's readiness to avail
themselves of opportunities to hear good music.

D.

The desire to study an instrument was fostered.

E.

A freedom of creative expression resulted.

F.

An appreciative understanding of tne emotions
and feelings of people of other lands through
a knowledge of tneir music gained.
Gaining A Basis For Recognition

An important function of tne program of teacning for
appreciation is to supply a wide variety of experiences from
which children can gain basic information necessary for
recognizing, paging, comparing, or contrasting different
types or styles or mooas of music.

For example, in order

for a person to say, "that sounds like a violin, or Indian
music, or a march, or a storm or Wagner", ne must have heard
music of tne particular kind of which reference is made. A
vocabulary of essential, descriptive terms snould result
from the discussion of these experiences.
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In providing musical experiences tnat will help gain
basic information, tne teacner must be careful to supply a
well rounded background.

Music of ail types and in all

moods, played by different instruments and combinations of
instruments, must be included, as well as that sung by dif
ferent types of voices and combinations of voices.
Just wnere and with wnat to begin in planning for
growth is always a problem in tnis field of listening.

In

some schools, there was formerly a specific list of instru
ments and form to be taught in various grades.

The teacher

in the fourth grade would know witn certainly that her class
had been introduced to some of these items on the list in the
earlier grades.

The starting point was determined for her.

In the new school, tne teacher has no such list;
find out by careful observation and investigation.

she must
The next

experience to plan is the logical outgrowth of the last ex
perience.
It is important that children be able to describe tneir
feelings about their comprehension of music; therefore, as
already been suggested, they need a vocabulary of descriptive terms.

To the person who thinks that "soprano" always

means a "lady singer with a nigh voice", considerable con
fusion must result from a statement tnat a "trumpet is tne
soprano of the brass choir", Tne adjectives "big, broad,
slow, martial, loud, sweet, colorless", and their opposites,
must bring to mind certain musical qualities.
After children nave had some musical experience, it is
interesting to note tnat they can easily discover tne mood
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or idea of some program without being told tne actual story
before hearing it.
Guided Listening
In planning for growth in listening, there are three
things to be kept in mindj

r.
2.

Guided listening brings about greater develop
ment in tne power to understand music than
does merely playing a record after announcing
what selection will be heard.
There must be opportunity for children to hear
compositions in their entirety as well as by
sections.

3. Too mucn talk by the teacner is as harmful as
too little, if not more so.
Guided listening means "giving direction to listening."
Listening for specifics centers attention tnat might tend
to roam. If the composition tnat immediately engages the
attention is to become familiar, cnilaren must have the
opportunity for hearing it as a whole-uninterrupted by any
comments. To become aware of certain section: the records
maybe interrupted. Any composition tnat is to ce studied
should be heard in its entirety before sections are isolated.
Suggestions for Guided Listening
These suggestions are intended to bring about an awareness of music itself. They are a means of studying music.
They will aid in stimulating an intellectual approach to
music, thereby, helping tne listener to know something about
it.
1. To bring about an awareness of mood.
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2. To bring about an awareness of form.
% To bring about an awareness of the
characteristic of different styles of
music.1
Listening to tne music composed and brought into being
by others is tne means by wnicn most people gain an insight
into the realm of music. Some few people will themselves
bring the works of the master composers to life once again
by performing tnem, but others, without technical and ar
tistic skill, must depend upon the recreators for associartion with music. Recorded music serves as an indispensable
aid in the growth of auditory training.
The teacher is urged to be on the alert in seeking op
portunities for students to "hear" music made in their pre
sence. Recordings can never take the place of first hand
music.
Recorded music can make a definite contribution toward
getting acquainted with, understanding, and enjoying the
music of this and other countries. Music in the new school
can be classified in two groups:
1. That which contributes directly to understanding
tne center of interest that immediately engages
tne attention of children.
2. That which expands an area in music.
A.

Center of interest.

"^Louise K. Myers, Teaching Children Music in tne Elemen
tary School* (N. Y.J Prentice Hall, 1950), P. 274.
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1. Authentic music.
2. Quasia - autnentic or idealized
music in whidh the composer nas
used some of the characteristics
of the autnentic music.
3*

Composed idealized music in wnich
the attempt nas been made to imi
tate a style.

if. Music of native composers is a
valuable source of material.
5. Performances by outstanding music
personalities of a country make
an interesting study.
B. To expand an area in music.
In the integrated activities program there
maybe an area of interest to which recorded
music can contrioute little to the under
standing of the whole project. Rather than
draw in materials because of a feeling that
there should be some listening, abandon pre
text and plan a series of concerts tnat will
add to the enjoyment and understanding of
music'. Such series as: 1
1. Knowing a composer through his music.
2. Music written about or for children.
3. Famous instrumental or vocal solos.
if. Dance music of various people.
5#

A musical trip around the world.

6. Music of America.
7. A visit from our neighbors.
S. Suites.
9. Operas
10. Modern orchestral instruments.
11. Program music.
12. Program of marches.
—TK.Mvers. Teaching Children Music In Tne Ele
mentary Sohool. (N. Y.: Prentice Hall,
p. 128.

Koet of toe learning toat takes place In toe music
grain conies through listening,
listening.

3*
pro-

All aspects of music involve
It would nardly be possible to sing, or to re-

spond to rhythm, or play an instrument without tile capacity
to listen.
Listening may eitner be active or passive.

In active
listening the teacner helps the child to music in terms of
melody, tone quality, rhytnm, harmony, mood and form,

In
passive listening the child listens but seeks nothing in
particular,1
It appears that nearly every human being lixes music
to a certain degree,

The big difference is the kind or

type of music liked.

It is the duty of the teacher to cope

with these likes and dislikes so as to improve the taste
of music in trie auditory music experiences.

^•Texas Education Agency, Music For Elementary Schools.
(Texas: Texas State Department of Education, 195*0 P* 2*

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF APPRECIATION
When music teacners talk

0f

music appreciation, they

usually in such vague terms as a "love for music".

Some

teachers give tne expression of appreciation as "understanding of music."

If we had to choose we would prefer a lover

of music."
There should he joy in listening to, or participating
in, music.

We use "joy" rather than "pleasure", for it

seems to imply deeper feeling.
involve understanding.

Secondly, appreciation does

Tnis understanding, however, is

more than mere knowledge, altnougn, it involves "knowing".
Knowledge implies recognition, cognizance, and an acquain
tance with fact.

Understanding includes knowledge, but

also implies discernment, discrimination, clear comprehensi on, and judgment,
praisal in it.

Appreciation has this element of ap-

Webster speaks of appreciation as "knowing

and feeling tne wortn of something. It is difficult to improve upon this definition,

It might he applied to a parti-

cular composition without implying that one "loves" tnat
number.2

„
Wry R. Wilson, guSj<Liat"«>
Silver Burdett Co., 19^1) P* 229*
2Ibid

•»

p. 230.
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Even young children are interested in
sential elements of music.

many of tne esA complete musical composition

makes use of these essential elements simultaneously.

By

directing the attention,of the Ghildren to one element, that
particular one becomes of special interest and is more
easily recognized and enjoyed. Gradually children became
conscious of more than one element at the same time and so
begin to appreciate music.
There will be rnytnm, melody, and harmony;

the music

of the original composer is actually being reproduced by
some one;

tne melodic pattern is tnere, and tne entire com

position is expressing a definite mood or thought, even
tnough the listener may be conscious of only one or two
element s.

Thus interest may center in the following aspects

of music appreciation.
1*

Melody. One good approach to definite listen
ing is through pnonograph recordings of the
songs the children already know. It is but
an easjp step to an appreciation of the same
songs played by various instruments and simi
lar melodies in new instrumental selections.
Characteristic themes from tne little classics
studied may be sung and their notation dis
covered on board or chart. An appreciation
of the direction of the melody may even carry
over into the reading of new music in the
singing lesson.

2.

Instruments. From an interest in the tune or
melody itself it is an easy step to interest
children in the instrument or voice used. An
interest in instruments may lead to desire to
play one or more.

3.

lillliiilciation of similiar dance forms.

Mood. Children should learn to recognize moods
in music and be able to show whether it is happy,
serious, quiet and restful lively
ana restless,
weird, or sad.

5.
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song text, and the recognition of repetition
developed.

6.

Composers. If children are interested in a
selection tney are easily interested in the
composer. Stories of the lives of outstanding
composers particularly of their childhood are
fascinating.

7.

Nationality in music. Music which is imbued
with this nationalism is composed, generally
by writers who have lived close to tne conmon
people and who have retained an interest in
their native folk songs and popular music art.

The listening experience should not always be passive.
The following activities related to listening give children
an opportunity to react to their experience:
1.

Listening. There is enjoyment and mental acti
vity in simply listening to music because it
is beautiful and worth hearing.

2.

Expressing the rhythm.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Expressing the mood through bodily movement.
Marking phrase raythm.
Stepping note values.
Playing in rhythm band.

3. Collecting information, Children enjoy bringing

in pictures and clippings for the bulletin board.
Current events and issues should be discussed
by children in upper grades.
Planning for radio programs.

Pupils should be

^^Ldl^odAngadr=?-«efe°y» ^
other^children^appreciated this service.
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Arranging programs. From tne music suns and
heard., children may prepare ana give a program
for parents or for other elasses in the school.
It may be a Sohubert program or wnatever tne class
interest lies children snould be permitted to
do as much of the planning as possible. The
activities should include;
a.
b.
c.
d.

Planning ana preparing tne program.
Inviting and receiving guest.
Electing their own chairman.
Preparing ana giving program notes.

It has been snown that it is natural enough for every
one to like music:

Experience has snown, on tne other nand,

there are plenty of people who do not like it. Sometimes
this is due to some deficiency in training or peculiar be
liefs of an individual.

There as some individuals, of

course, who are completely inoapable of e ver liking music,
evident ly Charles Lamb was one.

Here are some of his ex-

periences as related in his Essays of Elia*
Party in a parlor
All silent, and ail damned.
Above all, those insufferable concertos, and pieces of
music, as tney are called do plague and embitter my appre
hension words are sometning;

but to be exposed to an end

less battery of mere sounds;

to be long ar-aying,

stretched upon a rack of roses;
unintermitted effort;

to li?

to keep up languor by

to pile honey upon sugar, ana sugar

upon honey, to an interminable tedious sweetness;

to fill

up sound with feeling, and strain iaeas to leep pace
it;

to gaze on empty frames,

Pictures for yourself;

and to be forced to make tne

to read a book, all stops, and be

obliged to supply tne verbal matter;
tragedies to answer

to invent exteapore

to tne vague gestures of an inexpli-

cable rambling mine - taese axe faint shadows
undergone from a series of the ablest
this empty instrumental

of wnat I have

—executed pieces of

music,1

Most fortunately tnere
music to some degree,
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are few people wno do not like

Dislike for music usually results

from misconoepts.

an

There is an enormous difference between
appreciating
art and enjoying it. We all enjoy nearing a tune or

whistling a theme or tapping out rhytnms with our feet; we
love to call up all kinds of images and imaginings in con
nection with music.

They are available to those people

with no music experience whatever, but not axe we conscious
of music as one of life's full and rich experiences can we
be said to appreciate its value.
To increase our appreciation of music, we must learn
to hear acutely, and to differentiate between, the various
pitch levels, to recognize various rhythmic patterns, melo
dic ideas and so on.
An experiment was conducted at Columbia University in
a class of psychology,

A list of abstractions wnich music

could express was prepared as follows:
1,

Exuberance, intoxication,

2.

Piety, religious devotion.

3»

Sweetness, loveliness, onarm.
Humor, playfulness.

/
"^Howard McKinney and W. R. Anderson. Discovering Music,
(New York: American Book Co,, 19^3)» P* 21,

to
5. Reflectiveness, seriousness.
Patriotism,

6.

7. Sadness, longing, mournfulness.
g.

Erotio passion.

9.

Harshness, hardness, cruelty.

10.

Tranquillity, calmness.

11.

Gentleness, mildness.

12.

Weakness, feebleness,

13.

Fanatisoism, fury,

ito

Joy, festival.

15-

Death.

16.

Despair,

17.

Mysticism,

IS.

Majesty, grandeur.

19.

Revolution, agitation.
1
Love, tenderness.

20.

Through appreciation one is able to enjoy listening to
composition he possibly could not perform.
Stimulate Interest
Pupil's interest may be stimulated in many ways.

One

way is to arouse interest by asking questions or making
statements such as:
Would you believe that
the favorite jetting of
wrote the music for the i

*

« Ferdinand, tne Bull?

w. w.
Norton and Oo•»
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the compear* J^°^beliu8^2who0rec9Stlydoelebrated his ninetieth birthday. Do you know
5FinSa»f mel°dy fr°m niS W*0*10 Poem,
William Primrose is one Scotch musician
who did not olow his way to fane with the bag
pipe. He is the world's greatest viola plaver
Yes, you can get his records.
*
Leopold Stokowski, the world renowned
conductor, has been experimenting with elec
tronic instruments whion, he tells us, develop
new types of sounds tne older instruments can
not play. Wouldn't you like to hear them?
Statements of this nature motivate pupils for listen
ing.
Different personalities react differently to music.
Sometimes a onild expresses a dislike for certain types of
music and occasionally for all music.

In either case, the

child's opinion deserves respect and he should not be forced
into insincerity by the coercion of adult standards.

The

old rhyme provides all the reason a teacher, snould ever re
quire for a child's likes and dislikes:
I do not love you, Dr. Fell,
The reason why I can not tell,
But this, indeed, I know full well,
I do not lik8 you, Dr. Fell.
The teacher may, nowever, provide opportunity for many
happy and successful experiences for the child in relation
to music.

Skillful teaching will restore music appreciation

which may have been dulled by previous clumsy treatment.
New attitudes can oe nurtured in a favoraole and sympatnetic
environment.

The habit of deferring judgment of music until

some knowledge and understanding of its nature and its appeal
are known can be cultivated.

Appreciation can never be
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foreed upon another personality, but it can be induced by
the skillful teacner.
The music education program of the school should repre
sent a balanced experience including vocal and instrumental
music and appreciation of music in ail its phases.

Many

cnildren who are not equipped with a pleasing voice find
their most satisfying avenue of music expression in instru
mental music.

Other children wno will never be interested

in being produoers of music may become an intelligent audi
ence because of the opportunity for guiding listening to
beautiful music.
By participating in music organizations is one of the
best methods for sny students in music.

By this means he

is able to contribute to tne program and have this feeling
of belonging at the same time.
The program of the assembly is an ideal medium tnrough
which to explore the wide variety of possibilities in the
whole expanse of man's activities.

For this reason it of

fers a beautiful opportunity for intending the range of the
interests of the student by bringing him into contact with
these activities and experiences.^"
Through the assembly, the student becomes increasingly
aware of valuable ways to use his leisure time.

As he sees

the variety of activities in whicn the other students parti
cipate and find enjoyment, ne nas a desire to investigate and
"'"Harry R. Wilson Music In Tae High Sonool. (New York:
Silver Burdatt Go • * x^Tfl p. 72.

*3
and try them himself. Through the assembly the student comes
in contact with the allied arts as tney are related to life
and to one another.

He may never be an ardent producer of

music and art, but he may be brought in contact with them as
a consumer for the rest of his life.*
Students often enjoy performing for just tne class.
Criticism can be offered toward improvement.

One of the

main objectives is the ability to perform before others with
confidence and poise at home, in school, and at social
gatherings.
Wilson suggest the following types of public perfor
mances:

1. General concert:

The general concert should
be a diversified program and should utilize
more than one organization.

2. Musicales: Musicales serve as an outlet
for talented students in the voice and in
strumental classes as well as for those
students who are studying privately with
outside teachers.
The operetta provides an ideal
3. Operetta:
vehicle for these entertainments.
Opera: The advisability of opera is ques
tioned for school use.

5. Pageant:

The pageant lends itself to the

6. Cantata:

The cantata provides opportunities

creative expression of large numbers of
individuals.

for solos and is superior to music of oper
etta.

*Harry R. Wilson, Music In The High School. (New York:
Silver Burdett Co., 19^1)» P» 73*

7*

Oratorio: Most of tne standard oratorios
are beyond vocal resources out students
enjoy a challenge*

S.

Broadcasting: Broadcasting affords an
excellent opportunity for acquainting
tne public with tne standard of the work
being done in school*1

The teacher has been urged to direct children in making
their own music*

But what meager musical fare if their own

in-expert abilities*

They need tne revelation and tne in

spiration of great music performed by artists.
If visiting performers are sponsored, students have
something to talk about for weeks*

In addition, a great gap

in their understanding is bridged*
Radio and television programs are usually assigned according to location,

Tne time of the program must be taken

under consideration,

Children enjoy listening to programs

of other school children and really see and compare the pro
gress of other schools with tneirs*
Make way for Youth, Young People's Hour, Firestone Hour,
Bell Telephone Hour, Talent of the Hour and Young People's
Record Club are programs that may be used for study*

As-

signed home work may be made from tne Radio and Television
schedule listed in newspapers,
8uppose for instance, that the lesson is on MacDowell's
"To A Wild Rose". Such line of questioning as this might
be followed: If you were going to compose a piece of musio
called "To A Wild Rose", how would you want to make tne music

R. Wilson, Music In Tne High School. (New York:
Silver Burdett Co*, 19^1)» P* 93~109*
1Harry
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sound?

Would it be loud or soft? Why? Would it be fast

or slow?

Does the wild rose make any movement that may be

imitated in the rhythm of music? Is this movement gentle
or vigorous?

Would a strongly accented or a smooth rhythm

be better for this? What instrument would be the best to
play the melody?

Would the melody be simple or complex?

Each composition will offer opportunity to be discussed.
Students can create new words, different instruments may be
changed and a new subject may be suggested by tne class.
For plays and other entertainments students may suggest
music needed for,special occasions.
The desire to create, the act of doing so, the know
ledge of having composed ever so short a song has inestimable value to a student, These experiences will come ipuch
nearer to arousing curiosity about the musical symbols,
music in general than tne usual procedure of teaching music
reading.

CHAPTER IV
EXPECTED RESULTS
It seems that almost ail humane, like music to a certain
degree. The big difference arises when the type of music is
chosen. People seem more interested in music judging by the
increase in concert attendance ana the publication of books
on music appreciation, In the scnool tne teacner must serve
as a guide toward better listening.
Music clubs or organizations should be formed by students
and a repetoire of suggested records by the teacner snouid be
purchased for the club in order to improve the love for music.
Since music seems to be a potent factor in establishing
a mood or an atmosphere it is invaluable in setting a mood.
Many plays contain songs as an integral part of themselves,
ana others employ incidental music of some kind as a setting
or background. It is gratifying to the teacher for the student to report tnat he heard a certain symphony as tne background of a movie, Tnis snows that he is aware of tne better
music and does appreciate it to some degree. Whicn is one of
the main objectives in teacning music.
"He that hatn ears to hear let him hear".

Listening may

mean just that, giving ear to something, giving heed to some
thing.

Attention is involved.
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When this is reached and
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listening is really involved, very few people can resist to
acquire a love for music.
Recognition of orcnestral instruments by "sight and
sound" is important for full enjoyment. The fact that tne
tone of a single instrument, for example, a violin, sounds
unlike the violin section of an orchestra, is one that can
"be observed during tne listening series. Students should
learn to recognize the tone quality of single instruments of
those instruments playing simultaneously with other instru
ments.

CHAPTER V
NECESSARY EQUIPMENT

Every classroom should have available a good phonograph.
The importance of an adequate instrument can not be over-em
phasized.

Students must not be obliged to listen to record

ed music tnrougn tne medium of an instrument less perfect in
its tonal reproduction tnan phonographs in their homes. It
must be remembered that tne classroom presentation of worthy
music has to compete with radio offerings wnicn may be less
worthy musically out more beautifully reproduced.
Perfect reproduction should be insured by setting the
machine level, using a very good needle.
A collection of well selected records are important in
teacning listening lessons. The teacner snoula consult the
latest catalogues of tne Columbia and Victor Companies.
These may be obtained from music nouses or direct from companies.

The Music Educators Conference will issue much in-

formation on records tnat are useful in class teacning.
Selections may be maue according to tne needs of tne entire
school, the sane records being used in different grade levels
for different purposes.

Tnis, of course, means tnat the plan

for the entire school is well tnougnt out.

Once the collec-

tion is purposefully begun a few records may be added each
year.

Records snould be Kept in a central place, catalogued
-

-
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carefully, and handled by teaoners to avoia breaking or
scratching.

In tne upper grades, individuals or conmittees

of children may be trained to nandle Dotn records and
machine.

Music appreciation is developed only through hear

ing satisfactory reproduction.

Scratched records are not

only without value out may estaoiisn an actual distaste for
the selection itself.
Radio programs may enter the school activities in two
first, through tne broadoast heard at home and

ways;

second, at school,

One of tne greatest values in tne radio

concert is that it furnisnes an actual concert experience.
There is much need of teacning concert etiquette today. At
school, a real concert atmospnere should prevail which in
cludes a well-prepared audience and genuine appreciation.
A piano well tuned is very necessary.

Tne instructor

tnat plays simple arrangements of standard arrangements cor
rectly and musically will find tne piano more valuable for
rhythmic expression tnan any recording machine.
The standard textbook series may oe used for the music
class;

Ginn Series, Silver Burdett aeries, American Singer

Series.
A bulletin ooard for displaying clippings, pictures,
and other illustrative materials will oe of interests to the
students,

Vfell selected pictures may add interest in study-

ing various musical selections.
Most schools suoscriDe to some type of musio magazines,
such as;

Musical America.

SUMMARY
The writer has endeavored to provide general comprenensive music experiences in auditory training for the school
child.

One recognizes music as one of the essential moaes

of education. Through music, young people grow in appreciat
ion of values, recognize that genuis knows no national or
racial boundaries, find a wholesome means of self-expression
which will meet their immediate and more remote adult needs,
and develop those qualities of good citizenship essential
not only in successful musio but in ail life - namely, co
operation, self-control, industry, organization and respect
for the rights of others.
All forms of musical experience, singing, instrumental
music and music appreciation should be introduced early in
the educative experience of children. Through singing, in
strumental music and listening, the school heips the child
to explore the field and to find those beautiful, permanent,
and satisfying values wnich will make life more intellectu
ally and emotionally complete.
All skills in music snould be developed tnrough wortny
materials.

More important still, ail the songs students

sing, ail the music tney play, all the compositions to wnich
tney listen should be intrinsically worthwnile.

If students

near only good music, tney will cnoose it in preference to
the cheap and transitory "latest hit".
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Many music educators nave defined music appreciation.
Appreciation of music is tnat pleasurable response which al
most all people make to musical tones and to the melodic,
harmonic, and rhythmic impressions that are conveyed by tones.
The degree of appreciation depends on tne hearer's ability
to listen intelligently, tnat is to say, with musical dis
crimination.
No matter how involved tne process may be, if the stu
dent seeks musical experiences, can discriminate between dif
ferent degrees of quality has a tendenoy to seieot that wnioh
is of superior type, and honestly enjoys his listening exper
ience, he ha3 caught the essence of appreciation. All music
nas an appeal of some sort to some individuals; hence, it
is a mistake to label it good or bad. It must be considered
in the light of its effect upon tne individual listener.
Tolerance is as essential an attribute in music as it is in
religion. One of tne dangers a teacner must avoid is the
imposing of standards of taste, prejudices, on enthusiasms
upon the pupils. Each has the rignt to appreoiate music in
his own manner.
During listening experiences as mucn responsibility as
possible should be assigned to the students, Wnen planning
a listening program it is more effective if tne students
have a part in it. The program should oenter around the
class' interest. Other classes may be invited or parents.
Wnen outside artists are invited it is always necessary to
prepare the students of what to expect and concert etiquette.
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Students should be stimulated in order to enjoy auditory experiences fully. Tneir interest in music snould be
extended to more and better music tnat will result in a
love for music* In fact, sued standards will tend to keep
the teacher aware of tne fact that eacn expression should
represent an ever higher level achievement for tne child.
Growth comes through tne individual's constant effort to im
prove his previous best performance. The standards need
never take the form of specific items of suoject matter to
be learned, but teachers must be sure that learnings do take
place in meansingful listening.
The period during which the scnool has the child within
its influence is too limited and too precious to spend any
part of it on material of less than tne finest quality.
Therefore, materials onosen snould oe of tne best quality.
For texts the writer suggests the following:
The American Singer
A Singing School
Our Singing World
New Music Horizons
Music Hour Series
World Music Series
Progress Music Series
The auditory training music program should be built
upon the progressive development of individual pupils.
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